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2 ABOUT POLYMER MOLECULES
2.1 MANY REPEAT UNITS MAKE MACROMOLECULE
Polymer molecules are long chains built from
many small identical repeat units, also called
monomers. For example polyvinylchloride
(PVC) consists of many vinylchloride (-CH2CHCl-) repeat units. And polyethylene (PE)
consists of many ethylene (-CH2-CH2-) repeat
units. The number of repeat units in a
macromolecule can be very large: up to
10000 or more.

Figure 2: Model of PVC macromolecule
(www.shutterstock.com).

2.2 CONFORMERS AND CONFORMATION
Each repeat unit has one or more bonds that allow rotation. Such
bonds are called conformers. They make it possible that the shape
(conformation) of the repeat unit changes and thus also the shape
(conformation) of the polymer molecule.
Suppose that a repeat unit has three conformers and that each
conformer has two stable directions. Such a repeat unit would be
able to take 23 = 8 different shapes or conformations. A
macromolecule made of N such repeat units would be able to have
23N different conformations.

Figure 3: Restriction in possible
conformations due to fixed valence
angle.

2.3 KUHN SEGMENT
Each repeat unit is hindered in its freedom by
neighbouring repeat units and valence angles.
Their possibility to change their direction is
limited. It takes several repeat units in a row
to be able to randomly take any direction.
Such a group of repeat units is called a Kuhn
segment. The number of repeat units in a
Figure 4: Schematic representation of the macromolecule
Kuhn segment is a fixed number for each
(coloured lines) and the Kuhn segments (black lines)..
polymer. It is called the characteristic ratio
C∞. Some examples of this ratio and the size
of the Kuhn segments are shown in the table below.

C∞
lK (Ǻ)

PB
5.5
10

Characteristic ratio and Kuhn length for several polymers.
PP
PE
PVC
PMMA
PS
6.0
8.3
6.8
8.2
9.5
11
15
26
15
18

PC
1.3
2.9

Let us assume that a polymer molecule contains N repeat units. Then the number of Kuhn segments
in the macromolecule NK can be calculated from:
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Equation 1

NK 

N
C

2.4 SHAPE AND SIZE OF MACROMOLECULE
Macromolecules are never fully stretched. Each
Kuhn segment can randomly take any direction
in space. The shape of the macromolecule in
space therefor follows a random path (random
coil conformation).
Statistics now predict for the random coil
conformation that the square of the average
end to end distance of such a chain ( r02 )
consisting out of NK chain segments with bond
length lK will be:
Equation 2

r02  l K2 N K

Figure 5: Schematic view of a freely jointed chain.

2.5 ENTANGLEMENTS AND BLOBS
The macromolecule is surrounded by many other macromolecules in the plastic. They will therefore
all interfere with each other. Each macromolecule will be entangled with several other
macromolecules. At each entanglement, the possible movements of the Kuhn segments will be
seriously limited.
In between two entanglements the Kuhn
segments will follow a random path. This part
of the macromolecule is called a blob. If there
are on average Ne Kuhn segments in a blob,
then the average radius of the blobs rblob will
be:
Equation 3
2
rblob
 l K2 N e

Our macromolecule contains NK/Ne blobs. Also
the blobs will follow a random path in space.

Figure 6: Macromolecule with entanglements. Blobs are
formed between the entanglements.

Therefore the start to end distance r02 of the macromolecule will be:
Equation 4
2
r02  rblob

NK
 l K2 N K
Ne
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This is the same size as that of a macromolecule without any blobs. Therefore, the size of the
macromolecule is independent of the number of entanglements (or blobs) present.
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